
Introducing the PRCF 

Trifecta

Three times the fun in only 75 minutes



Round 1 • Mayhem!

Traditional streamer cut 

2 rounds 

4 minute flights 

5 minutes between rounds 

Honor system scoring 

Landing bonus 

In the circle 

In the box



Mayhem Rules

50 points per cut 

20 points for staying in the air for the full four minutes 

20 points for landing in the circle 

50 points for landing in a designated container 

Points leader will be the “skirts wearer” in the next 
round and will receive 25 points extra



Round 2 • Chase the Skirts

Attack one plane towing 
streamers 

Cut the streamers 

Penalty for towing plane contact 

Honor system 

Bonuses for accurate landing  

One 5 minute round



Chase the skirts rules

Lead plane (winner of previous mayhem round) will don two “skirts” 
— 12’ long streamers — and will be required to fly in a pre-described 
oval at a fixed altitude 

50 points for cut streamer 

20 points for completing the round 

20 points for landing in the circle 

50 points for landing in the container 

Lead plane pilot will receive an extra 25 points if no streamers are cut



Round 3 • Horseshoes 

Target is placed on the runway  

All planes climb to approximately 
150’ 

“Cut” is called and all pilots must 
chop throttle and attempt to come 
close to target via dead stick 

Scoring similar to Shuffleboard 

5 rounds on one battery with one 
minute between rounds



Horseshoes Rules

Five fast rounds 

Strategy similar to shuffleboard — attempt to move target or closest planes 

Motor run to 150’ altitude no more than 30 seconds 

Lowest point scorer from previous rounds yells “CUT”! 

All pilots must cut throttle and dead stick to target on ground 

50 points for the closest to the target 

30 points for second closest 

10 points for third closest



Delta Wing 
Aircraft

Crash Test Hobbies “Assassin” recommended 

www.crashtesthobby.com 

Flitetest Versawing 
www.flitestest.com 

Other delta wing aircraft allowable, too. 

http://www.crashtesthobby.com
http://www.flitestest.com


Other required items

Delta Wing airplane 

Four fully charged batteries 

Extra props, servos, etc. 

Repair tape, glue, CA, etc. 

$5 entry fee 

Crying towel



Entry Fee and Awards

$5 entry fee per person 

Prizes for the three highest scores


